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Abstract: Enabling domain specialists to formalize domain knowledge using knowledge acquisition tools, also known as direct knowledge acquisition, has been a challenge in artiﬁcial intelligence research for decades. Building custom-tailored knowledge acquisition tools proved to be a convenient method to empower domain specialists to contribute to knowledge bases directly. Engineering on the meta level, i.e.
building tools that allow to build customized knowledge acquisition tools, is the strategy to reduce implementation costs for the customized tools. In this paper, we present
an approach to build customized knowledge acquisition environments for documentcentered knowledge base authoring. This editing paradigm, being an alternative to
the use of graphical user interfaces, is well suited for the customization approach allowing for knowledge acquisition at low effort for both, the domain specialists and
the knowledge engineers. We present a meta-engineering process coordinating the
customization efforts and a metatool for the system KnowWE enabling efﬁcient metaengineering. To illustrate the overall approach we describe a real-world case study in
e-learning in the domain of Ancient History.

1

Introduction

Modeling the knowledge of a speciﬁc domain as a computer interpretable knowledge base
to solve knowledge-intense decision problems (e.g., diagnosis tasks) has been a major
research topic in artiﬁcial intelligence since decades. The dilemma of this task is that the
specialists of the respective domain are usually not experts in modeling domain knowledge
by means of formal knowledge representations (e.g., rules, logics). On the other hand, the
people qualiﬁed in these modeling skills are typically not familiar with the domain. For
manual knowledge acquisition (KA) for knowledge-based systems, we can distinguish the
two major strategies [PG92], direct KA and indirect KA. While in direct KA the domain
experts are creating (at least major parts of) the knowledge base autonomously, the indirect
approach implies that knowledge engineers obtain the knowledge from the domain experts
(e.g., in interview sessions) and then implement it into the knowledge base. As the latter
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implies high personnel expenditure also considering long term maintenance, direct KA
appears to be more promising if it can be applied efﬁciently. There, the key problem is
that domain specialists are not trained in knowledge engineering or in using knowledge
acquisition/modeling tools. Musen et. al at ﬁrst established the idea of building tools
tailored to the mental models of the domain specialists to overcome this problem:
”The conceptual model thus forms the basis of a language with which both the tool and
the tool’s user can describe the contents of a knowledge base.” [Mus88]
Consequently, if the tool complies to a conceptual model shared by the domain specialists,
using the tool should be easy for them. This involves the speciﬁcation of such conceptual model and a complying user interface/tool. While this approach lowers the barriers
for domain specialists to contribute and makes direct knowledge acquisition more efﬁcient, it implies the costly implementation of the respective custom tailored tools for each
project/domain. A strategy to reduce these development costs is developing (domain independent) meta-level tools [EM93], that can generate custom tailored knowledge acquisition tools from high-level descriptions of the domain and the knowledge acquisition task.
In the following we refer to the speciﬁcation and implementation task of a custom-tailored
knowledge acquisition tool, possibly including the use of a metatool, as meta (knowledge)
engineering. Until now, meta engineering for knowledge acquisition tools was focused
on graphical user interfaces. However, there is another editing paradigm that can be a
beneﬁcial alternative to the use of graphical user interfaces, which we call the documentcentered knowledge authoring approach. There, the user interacts with the knowledge base
indirectly by editing documents, e.g., by using some basic text editing tool. Segments complying to some predeﬁned syntax are automatically processed and compiled to the formal
model of the knowledge base. In this paper, we apply the meta-engineering approach,
i.e., the creation of custom tailored domain speciﬁc user interfaces, to document-centered
authoring. Despite of the formation of a highly customized tool allowing for direct knowledge acquisition, this combination brings along further advantages. First, it allows for
knowledge acquisition activities and tool speciﬁcation/customization running in parallel.
Furthermore, it enables participation of domain specialists at a diverse range of technical
skills with low contribution barriers. At last, we show that metatools can also be used
effectively in this context to reduce implementation costs of tool customization.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we explain the documentcentered knowledge base authoring approach and its beneﬁts in more detail. After that, the
meta-engineering process, applying a stepwise customization of the document-centered
authoring environment according to the current project, is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a real world case study to demonstrate the approach in practice. We
introduce an implementation of the document-centered authoring environment KnowWE
and a corresponding metatool, that allows for domain speciﬁc customization at low engineering costs, in Section 5. In Section 6, the approach is compared to related work before
we conclude with a summary and outlook in Section 7.
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2

Document-centered Knowledge Base Authoring

In this section, we explain the document-centered authoring approach for knowledge bases
in more detail and point out some of its advantages including its potential for customization. Most authoring environments for creating formal knowledge bases offer graphical
user interfaces. There the authors can use input forms, which are organized by menus or
tabs, to enter the knowledge (e.g., Protégé1 [GMF+ 03], CLASSIKA [PG92]). Documentcentered knowledge base authoring is an alternative authoring paradigm, providing different beneﬁts and challenges with respect to customization. There, the authoring environment provides access to a set of documents, that can be modiﬁed and extended by the
users, employing some basic text-editing interface. The user can freely structure and edit
these documents basically without being constrained by the tool. To actually create components of the formal knowledge base, the user has to comply to a formal syntax provided
by the authoring environment. Statements complying to this syntax are then translated to
the knowledge base as shown in Figure 1. The process of compiling the documents to the
(interpretable format of) the knowledge base decouples the user from this machine readable representation of the knowledge. In this way, the documents, that can be structured
according to the users needs, are forming a kind of human-oriented representation layer of
the knowledge. A document-centered authoring environment manages the documents in a
centralized repository and processes all document modiﬁcations performed by the users by
updating the knowledge base accordingly. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of an example document from a car-fault diagnosis knowledge base using rules. On the top (1) one can see
some informal text content describing the domain. Below (2) a rule syntax is used within
the document. This rule syntax is compiled and the corresponding executable rules are
inserted into the knowledge base after each document modiﬁcation. The updated version
of the knowledge base is then ready for testing instantly. In the following we refer to such
kind of syntax, together with some translation instruction transforming it to the knowledge
base repository, a (knowledge) markup language. This approach in general can be applied
to any kinds of computer interpretable knowledge representations, as for example various
rule-based or logics-based formalisms. This authoring paradigm is similar to how software
is typically developed since decades. As experienced in software engineering, this method
of authoring strongly depends on good user assistance in terms of feedback and authoring
assistance. Those techniques have successfully been evolved within common programming environments in recent years and similarly can be applied to knowledge authoring.
Being dominant in software engineering, document-centered authoring has not yet been

Figure 1: Structure of the document-centered knowledge authoring paradigm.
1 http://protege.standford.edu
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Figure 2: An excerpt of an example document from a car-fault diagnosis knowledge base using rules.

applied in large scale for modeling knowledge bases. Compared to software engineering,
here the challenge is, that knowledge engineering projects usually bring together people
with different backgrounds and strongly differing expertise with respect to the domain
and knowledge engineering. While in software engineering the source documents usually
are only edited by software engineers, the direct knowledge acquisition approach implies
that also domain specialists, often with low technical backgrounds, step into the author
role. In the following, we describe some advantages of using this authoring paradigm for
knowledge base development that we experienced in several projects.
Low Barriers for Basic Contributions The level of the technical skills of the participating users typically is rather diverse in knowledge engineering projects. Therefore, it is
important to enable low barrier contribution according to the speciﬁc level of expertise of
a participant. Editing text documents is a rather simple editing paradigm, when compared
with some complex menu- and form-based user interfaces existing. It allows for basic contributions (e.g., adding informal descriptions, proof reading) without any training of a new
tool or further expertise as most people are already used to read and maintain content as
electronic documents. Being used to these kind of simple contributions without difﬁculty,
contributors often feel encouraged to explore more complex tasks.
Example-based Authoring While contributions on informal parts of the documents are
possible without training, the actual knowledge base can only be modiﬁed by using the
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knowledge markup language in a proper way. The idea of example-based learning proposes, that initially knowledge markup statements are inserted into the document base
(either modeling initial parts of the knowledge base or some toy example). If a user can
comprehend the meaning of these statements, he can easily adopt it for himself to express
other knowledge using simple copy/paste&modify. Often only the entity names need to be
exchanged to create new valid knowledge.
Incremental Formalization The process of incremental formalization starts with the
insertion of informal content describing the domain, such as text and ﬁgures. This content
is either created by domain specialists or adopted from documents often already existing
in the domain context. At ﬁrst, it serves as a startup for the formalization process and
later it forms the documentation and context of the knowledge base components. The
incremental formalization process proceeds with the identiﬁcation of those content parts,
that need to be formalized to form the intended executable knowledge base. After that,
a tentative formalization is made, that is, the selected content is transformed towards the
knowledge markup language. This initial, potentially erroneous or incomplete, formalization can then be reﬁned gradually. These distinct steps require different degrees of expertise in the domain, in knowledge engineering, and usage of the respective acquisition tool.
These different kinds of competencies often are distributed heterogeneously. Therefore, a
decomposition of the formalization tasks into distinct steps, possibly involving different
persons on different steps, simpliﬁes the accomplishment of the formalization task. Hence,
the incremental formalization workﬂow helps different participants to be able to contribute
according to their respective capabilities.
Quality Management Quality management is a crucial and challenging task in the
knowledge base development and maintenance process. Also in the domain of software
engineering the aspect of quality management has been studied for many years. A very
successful set of practices that was established within the last decade, especially in the
context of agile software development [BA04, Mar09], is called Continuous Integration
(CI). According to Fowler2 the main requirements for CI are the use of a code repository,
automated building, automated tests, frequent and timely integration of changes, and easy
access to the latest builds. The main beneﬁts of CI are, that always a valid version of the
system is available for deployment in a productive setting. Further, problems emerging
by changes are recognized very early, making debugging easy and reducing risks of complex change operations. The knowledge base authoring approach described in this paper
allows for straight forward application of CI, as documents can easily be put under version
control in a centralized repository. Hence, by using CI-based development as known from
software engineering, it is possible to continuously guarantee quality and transparency.
Freedom of Structuring The partition of the content in documents can freely be chosen
(including the names of the document). Within one document the order of the paragraphs
and knowledge markups statements is free to the user. Informal support knowledge, e.g.,
2 http://martinfowler.com/articles/continuousIntegration.html
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comments and ﬁgures, can be inserted at any place and in any style. Further, the documents can freely be interlinked with others making interrelations of content parts explicit
and improve navigation. The freedom of structuring allows the documents to evolve a
memorable and comprehensible structure, becoming familiar to the authors. In software
engineering, it is known that while working on programming code, the amount of time
spent on reading compared to the amount of time spent on actually editing is more than
ten to one [Mar09] and therefore readability (and comprehensibility) is a focal point. In
document-centered knowledge acquisition complex digital artifacts are created in a similar way demanding similar cognitive challenges to the authors. Therefore, we also focus
on the aspect of readability in this approach and describe in more detail the degrees of
freedom of the structuring of a document-centered knowledge base affecting that aspect:
1. Support Knowledge: This aspect deﬁnes what kind of (informal) domain knowledge is contained in the document corpus and how it is organized. The overall content should cover all domain knowledge that is relevant for the intended knowledge
base. This information needs to be partitioned into (interlinked) documents. Usually
this is each document treating one sub-topic of the domain. In many cases, already
existing material can be imported as support knowledge in different shapes (e.g.,
texts, tables, images). Often, the structure of existing documents to some extent can
be retained if it is comprehensible and familiar to the domain specialists.
2. Arrangement of formal knowledge: The support knowledge covers the scope
of the necessary domain knowledge in an informal way, only being meaningful for
humans. To actually form an computer interpretable knowledge base, the formal
knowledge (using the markup language) needs to be inserted. While complying to
the given markup language there is still a large degree of freedom how to order and
partition the statements within the documents. For comprehensibility it is reasonable
to interweave these parts topically with the support knowledge. Then the support
knowledge serves as justiﬁcation and documentation of the formal knowledge.
3. Syntactical structure of the formal knowledge: The users have to use the markup
language supported by the system to effectively create the components of the knowledge base. However, considering the overall project scope, the tool developer can
extend the tool for supporting different knowledge markups, if beneﬁcial for the
use by the knowledge base authors. Knowledge markups can be designed in many
different ways strongly affecting readability, writability, or granularity, possibly incorporating peculiarities of the current project or domain.
Freedom in this context means, that in each of these three aspects the document base can
be changed without affecting the compiled version of the knowledge base, as it will contain the same entities. In traditional GUI-based knowledge acquisition environments, the
adjustment to the conceptual model is achieved by a custom design of the graphical user
interface. A document-centered knowledge authoring environment can be customized towards a conceptual model by adjusting the three degrees of freedom discussed above. The
three dimensions can be considered to form a kind of state space as shown in Figure 3,
describing the possible transformations of a document corpus. A particular point in that
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Figure 3: The document space allowing for customization along the three degrees of freedom.

space we call a document-centered Knowledge Acquisition Architecture (KAA), determining the scope and arrangement of the support knowledge (1), the arrangement of the formal knowledge (2) and its syntactical structure (3). A ﬁctive document-based KAA, that
is optimally accessible by the involved domain specialists, considering readability, comprehensibility, writability and navigability, is contained in this space, but not necessarily
easy to ﬁnd. Hence, the identiﬁcation of the optimal point is the challenge of customized
knowledge acquisition using the document-centered approach.
After all, the document-centered authoring approach also bears some speciﬁc challenges
when compared to the GUI-based one, that need to be considered. Those are efﬁcient
authoring assistance, navigation and search, refactoring, and redundancy detection.

3

The Meta-Engineering Process

The identiﬁcation of an optimal (or at least appropriate) KAA is non-trivial. Therefore,
in this section we introduce a strategy to accomplish this task. We present the metaengineering process that helps to explore, specify, implement, and use an appropriate KAA
for a given project. The evolution of the KAA strives to optimize the criteria understandability, maintainability, and acquisition efﬁciency. We presume, that a general (extensible)
document-centered knowledge authoring tool is initially already existing, which provides
some means of knowledge formalization (markups, testing capabilities). The evolutionary process affects both, the document base (content level) and the authoring environment
itself (system level) in parallel. Figure 4 shows the meta-engineering process, comprising the key activities exploration, design, and implementation. After the process has been
initialized by the exploration phase, alternating design and implementation activities are
carried out. The actual knowledge acquisition process runs in parallel. The process is
driven by iterated cooperative sessions involving the knowledge engineers and the domain
specialists. In the following, we describe the phases in more detail:
Exploration phase At the very beginning a small (but representative) subset of the domain knowledge is selected. For this part of the domain the knowledge engineers create
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Figure 4: The phases of the document-centered meta-engineering process.

small prototypes according to one (or multiple) ad-hoc deﬁned KAAs using markups already provided by the tool. The goal of this phase is making the domain specialists familiar with the idea that the subject domain knowledge will be managed as documents with
knowledge markups, that can be modiﬁed using the authoring environment. This phase
gives the domain specialists a feeling for document-centered knowledge acquisition, even
though the resulting knowledge base might not be very effective and the initially existing
markups may be not optimal for this task. For the demonstration effect an actually working
toy knowledge base should be created (and played with).
Design phase In the design phase a KAA, tailored to the projects needs, is proposed
based on the experiences made in the exploration phase. This ﬁrst candidate is the starting
point of the evolutionary reﬁnement driven by the agile process. Changes and extensions
are discussed by domain specialists and knowledge engineers in cooperation. The ﬁrst
two aspects of the KAA (support knowledge and arrangement of formal knowledge) can
be evolved intuitively by modifying the existing content (e.g., using simple cut&paste or
script-aided) to ﬁnd a comprehensive organization of the knowledge. However, the speciﬁcation of the third aspect (syntactical shape) is playing a key role in document-centered
meta-engineering: The deﬁnition of a suitable knowledge markup language for the knowledge to be captured. Such custom knowledge markup needs to satisfy the following requirements: (1) Allow for the unambiguous translation of the captured knowledge base
entity to the executable knowledge repository; (2) Allow for intuitive and simple authoring
and comprehending; (3) Allow for simple and seamless embedding into the informal content of the documents; The (creative) task of ﬁnding the optimal markup is highly project
dependent and has to be performed in close cooperation with the domain specialists. However, it is reasonable to look for domain speciﬁc notations, in the seed of the document corpus and the general subject domain, that can be adapted to a formalizable markup. Further,
general design principles are known for the design of domain speciﬁc languages (DSLs)
in software engineering, for example proposed by Spinellis et al. [Spi01] and Karsai et
al. [KKP+ 09]. According to Fowler [Fow10] the expressiveness of a DSL is a notable
source of errors. Designing DSLs with minimal expressiveness, particularly tailored for a
certain purpose, will reduce error rates and therefore improve overall productivity. Fowler
also emphasizes that well designed DSLs improve communication with domain experts.
After a markup has been designed and veriﬁed according to those general design principles, its applicability should be tested using it on a set of documents of the current content.
While a newly designed markup is still unrecognized by the system, it nevertheless can
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be used in the documents to get an impression of its handling, its readability, and its integration with the content. As this speciﬁcation and assessment process does not imply any
implementation efforts on system level (yet), multiple candidates of different markups can
be ’tested’ this way easily. If a markup has been assessed as appropriate by the involved
contributors, it can be included into the speciﬁcation of the project’s KAA.
Implementation phase When a promising candidate for a suitable KAA (or a small
new fragment of it) is speciﬁed in the design phase, new features need to be introduced,
typically including parsers and editing assistance for the new markups. However, at any
time the basic functionality of the authoring environment (read, browse, and edit documents) is provided, independently of the state of implementation of new features. That
way, knowledge acquisition can be continued while the implementation of the markup
processing functionality is not yet completed. A feature by feature approach, as proposed
by many agile software engineering methodologies (e.g., [BA04]), including frequent system updates is appropriate for this customization effort. New completed features will be
available after system updates and new markup is automatically applied to the content of
the documents. As a reasonable strategy, at ﬁrst editing assistance, in particular syntax
check, for new markups should be addressed to facilitate contributions using it. Then,
compilation to the executable knowledge base and code-completion can be added.
Knowledge Acquisition The process of knowledge acquisition itself is not strongly determined by the meta-engineering process. The evolved KAA only describes the content
format of the knowledge but does not specify any details of the acquisition process as it is
suggested by various knowledge acquisition process models that can be found in the literature. Many of these can be applied in combination with the meta-engineering approach
with only minor adaptation.
The document-centered meta-engineering process allows for knowledge acquisition right
on from project beginning, however with a not yet entirely customized tool. At any time,
content can be contributed and should be inserted according to the most recent version of
the project’s KAA. With the progress of the design and implementation activities a thoroughly tailored knowledge engineering environment is evolved, empowering the domain
experts to contribute the relevant knowledge autonomously to a large extend.
The change of the project’s KAA at a medium stage of the project sometimes requires
transformation of the content already existing in the document base at that point. To
support this task efﬁciently, efﬁcient script-based methods are required to perform that
transformation of the content with respect to structure and syntactical shape.

4

Case Study: Ancient Greek History with HermesWiki

The HermesWiki [RLB+ 10] is an e-learning platform in the domain of Ancient Greek
History implemented as a semantic wiki. It is developed in cooperation with the Department of Ancient History of the University of Würzburg, Germany. The content in general
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comprises four different types of entities: (1) Medium sized essays, each describing an
important topic of the domain as plain text. (2) Important events with date information, a
brief plain text description and (historical) source references. (3) Descriptions of important domain concepts (e.g,. persons, cities, islands, habits). (4) Historical sources (German
translations). The goal of the knowledge engineering process was the enhancement from
a standard wiki (allowing for reading, browsing and plain text search) to a semantic wiki
platform providing augmented visualization of the content, interactive features, and semantic navigation and search methods based on a formalized model of the knowledge.
At ﬁrst, we introduce the current KAA of the HermesWiki platform before the different
phases of the meta-engineering process within this project are discussed:
1. Support knowledge: The HermesWiki gives an overview of all the important concepts of the domain, such as persons, cities and peoples. Each so called glossary concept
is brieﬂy described on a distinct page. However, the most important content parts are the
essays, each covering some important aspect of ancient history by a coherent description.
2. Arrangement of formal relations: The HermesWiki ontology is entirely deﬁned in
the wiki. General terms and relations of classes and properties, e.g., the class hierarchies,
are deﬁned on a few centralized pages containing the vocabulary deﬁnitions. Instances
and their interrelations however, are widely distributed over the wiki, being strongly interwoven with the support knowledge according to the domain context. Considering the
glossary concepts, the general attributes, such as birth and death dates of persons or coordinates for locations, are deﬁned on the corresponding wiki page. The time events, forming
the most important entities of the formal knowledge base, technically can be deﬁned on
distinct pages or inline anywhere within the source text of some page (e.g., essay). While
it is reasonable to have own pages for very important events, we also perceived the inline
deﬁnition for events of medium/minor importance in the context as practical (as it allows
for very quick deﬁnitions). However, an event deﬁned inline later can be easily extracted
to a new page by a refactoring operation.
3. Syntactical Structure: The syntactical shape of the class hierarchy discussed above
is a so called dash tree, that proved to be practical for concise representation and quick
editing abilities. Any term being a dash-tree-child, i.e., follows with an incremented number of dashes, is deﬁned as a subclass of its parent. Another important (customized) formalization aspect of the HermesWiki KAA is the markup for the inline deﬁnition of time
events. Figure 5 shows a markup example for the time event Lamian War. The markup
is translated and added to the designed ontology. As the ﬁrst information the title of the
event (Lamian War) is given, followed by the importance rating deﬁning its relevance for
student exams. In the next line, the timestamp of the event is notated, also including annotations for different degrees of uncertainty. Then, introduced by “=>” an optional class
membership deﬁnition can be added. Further, the body of the markup follows, consisting
of a (freetext) description of the actual event. The markup concludes with an (optional)
list of historical sources where the event is mentioned, explicitly marked by the keyword
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Figure 5: The markup to formalize time events ’inline’ in HermesWiki

“SOURCE:” as the ﬁrst word of a new line (from Diodor and Pausanias in this example).
In the following, we sketch the progress of the phases of the meta-engineering process:
• Experimental phase: At the beginning of the project different ways of structuring
the content entities (essays, events, concept-descriptions, sources) were discussed.
It became obvious, that the domain concepts (e.g., cities) should be described independently of the essays referring on them. Describing the concepts in a very
general way on distinct articles allows referencing from different contexts/essays.
As opposed to this, speciﬁc events should not necessarily require an own page, but
ﬂexible deﬁnition ’inline’ within an article (i.e., essay) proved to be appropriate.
• Design phase: In the design phase at ﬁrst a simple markup for deﬁning time events,
similar to the one shown in Figure 5, was speciﬁed in a workshop together with the
historians. The ability to specify a class membership was not contained in the ﬁrst
version of the markup used for months. As these memberships then showed to be
required and had to be inserted using the general rdf-turtle-syntax3 additionally, the
time event markup was extended accordingly. For efﬁcient navigation and search a
taxonomy of domain concepts was necessary. To allow for simple and quick modiﬁcation of the class hierarchy for the domain experts, we decided for a dash-tree
markup for deﬁning classes and subclass relations.
• Implementation phase: In general, the web application is frequently updated when
features are added or improved. The time event markup was implemented in multiple stages. First, the events only have been recognized and highlighted in the page
view. In the next step its translation to the RDF-store was carried out to make the
knowledge available for automated processing. Recently, the extension for deﬁning
the class membership has been introduced.
• Knowledge acquisition: One advantage of the meta-engineering process is the possibility to start knowledge acquisition at an intermediate stage when the development of the tool is not yet ﬁnished. Large parts of the content (i.e., essays, concept
descriptions) could be evolved independently of the current implementation state.
While the design of the KAA is developed in close cooperation of knowledge engineers and domain experts, large parts of the knowledge acquisition and formalization
3 http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle/
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in this project is in general performed by the domain experts autonomously. However, axioms and entities describing the terminology of the ontology are developed
in close cooperation.
More details about the HermesWiki ontology and its use cases can be found in [RLB+ 10].

5

Prototype Implementation

In this section, we introduce the document-centered authoring tool KnowWE [BRP11] and
a corresponding metatool that allows for the implementation new custom-tailored knowledge markups for KnowWE at low engineering costs. KnowWE is based on a standard
wiki engine, providing web-based access and user management for collaborative authoring. Every wiki page corresponds to one document of the document-centered approach
and is edited using the well-known and established wiki interface. After each modiﬁcation
of a wiki page, it is processed and segments complying to the knowledge markup are compiled into the knowledge base (if they do not contain errors). Currently, there are markups
and repository connectors implemented for d3web4 and RDFS/OWL. However, this is no
restriction, as the approach is independant of the employed formal knowledge representation, as new knowledge base repositories can be integrated easily. Figure 2 shows an
example wiki page using some markup for rules in d3web.
The KnowWE Metatool The aim of metatools for knowledge acquisition is to reduce
(software) engineering costs for building customized knowledge acquisition tools. In the
context of document-centered knowledge acquisition, the engineering task requires to implement the custom knowledge markups (DSLs) to be translated to the knowledge base
repository. To allow for efﬁcient and autonomous editing, user assistance, such as syntax
checks, error highlighting, or code-completion, needs to be incorporated. The KnowWE
metatool allows to deﬁne new markup by creating a graph-based schema structure using
regular expressions, cardinality constraints, and predeﬁned entity types. Still, the task of
creating a markup language using the KnowWE metatool is non-trivial. However, it is
carried out by a system developer without involving domain specialists or domain knowledge, once a speciﬁcation of the required markup is given. Being used to the metatool
and the way the schema deﬁnition is processed by the KnowWE architecture, developers
can implement new markups very quickly. Figure 6 shows the implementation of the HermesWiki time event markup [RLB+ 10] within the KnowWE metatool. The expressiveness
with respect to language complexity in principle is restricted using this mechanism. However, simplicity is a major design objective of the created languages in this context and
according to our experiences up to now, all intended markup languages could be modeled
using this technique.
The metatool, while still being in an early stage, compiles these kinds of schema deﬁnitions to a KnowWE plugin containing a full-ﬂedged implementation of the markup, which
4 http://www.d3web.de
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Figure 6: The time event markup of the HermesWiki project deﬁned in the KnowWE metatool.

only needs to be copied to the plugin-folder of a KnowWE installation. It can then be
used on any document/page in any number or order to populate the knowledge base. This
includes parsing, reference resolution with errors handling and correction propositions
(based on edit-distances to existing terms). In particular, the closed-world knowledge
compilation problem is solved incrementally, guaranteeing high performance compilation
even for very large knowledge/document bases [RSLP11]. A detailed explanation of the
KnowWE architecture and the functionality of the schema processing is beyond the scope
of this paper. However, apart from a few lines of script, actually inserting the knowledge
into the knowledge base repository (RDF-triples in this example), the plugin is entirely deﬁned by that schema. The metatool is implemented as a plugin of the eclipse framework5 .
To allow for quick feedback cycles within the markup development process, we included
a quick test mechanism. The developer can specify a test document/wiki page containing
examples of the target markup to be implemented. After triggering the quick test mechanism the markup schema is compiled and an embedded KnowWE engine is launched,
processing the speciﬁed test page. The result of the processing is visualized using colors
and mouse-overs. Figure 7 shows a test page with above markup schema speciﬁcation
launched. The red underline at War indicates that the compilation algorithm has not found
a proper deﬁnition of the term ’War’ in the current document base (only consisting of these
few lines in this quick-test example).
A categorization for knowledge acquisition metatools is given by Eriksson et al. [EPG+ 95],
distinguishing method-oriented, architecture-oriented, and ontology-oriented metatools.
5 http://www.eclipse.org
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Figure 7: The time event markup in the quick test view.

According to this, the presented tool is an architecture oriented metatool. The KnowWE
core and the metatool are available as open source LGPL-licensed6 .

6

Related Work

The idea to build customized domain-speciﬁc knowledge acquisition tools to enable domain specialists to become directly involved in the knowledge encoding process more
easily has been studied before [MCW+ 86, Gal87]. The resulting tasks of speciﬁcation
and implementation of such tools have been addressed by establishing a conceptual model
of the domain in advance followed by the actual tool design and implementation accordingly [Mus88]. Meta-level tools support the knowledge engineers on these implementation
tasks [Gap91, Eri92, EM93]. The meta-level tool Protégé7 was designed to allow knowledge engineers to specify a model of the domain. Based on that model a knowledge acquisition tool is generated automatically [Mus89]. Protégé has been evolved consequently
for years [GMF+ 03] incorporating problem-solving methods and application tasks.
All this work was focused on graphical user interfaces. Document-centered authoring
using knowledge markups is a fundamentally different approach for authoring formal
knowledge bases. However, the basic idea, that customization according a conceptual
model shared by the domain specialists signiﬁcantly improves their interaction capabilities
with the knowledge base, is similar. A meta-level approach for domain or project speciﬁc
customization of this document-centered approach has not yet been addressed. Also the
technical challenges for a meta-tool in this case signiﬁcantly differ from those mentioned
above. Parsing and compiling knowledge markups into a knowledge base repository with
user assistance is more related to the discipline of compiler construction in software engineering [ALSU06]. For the parsing task a class of tools called parser generators have been
developed (e.g., ANTLR8 ), generating parsers from a declarative speciﬁcation (grammar)
of the language. Such a tool can be considered as partial metatool for analyzing grammar6 https://isci.informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de
7 http://protege.standford.edu
8 http://www.antlr.org/
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based formal languages, as parsing is only the ﬁrst step of the overall compilation task.
However, the problem of compiling knowledge has turned out to be signiﬁcantly easier
than compiling general purpose programming languages and partly can be solved by a general mechanism (assuming the knowledge base to have set characteristic, c.f. [RSLP11]).
In the context of graphical user interfaces the entire speciﬁcation and implementation of
the tools needs to be completed before actual knowledge acquisition activities can be
started by the domain specialists. In the document-centered context knowledge acquisition can be started right at the beginning by editing documents using the basic document
authoring environment. Another advantage is, that the ﬁnal design details of the speciﬁcation of the optimally customized knowledge acquisition environment can be delayed
to a later point in the project. The speciﬁcation of a suitable tool complying to a conceptual model is a challenging task in the document-centered as well as in the GUI-based
approach. However, the document-centered approach allows to drive an agile process, that
optimizes this speciﬁcation during the project progress, ensures larger ﬂexibility and helps
to prevent wrong design decisions at very early stages.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a knowledge engineering approach that aims at the development of custom domain-speciﬁc knowledge acquisition tools for document-centered
development. Opposed to knowledge acquisition with graphical user interfaces, in the
document-centered approach the domain specialists edit documents using knowledge
markup languages to form the actual knowledge base. We presented the meta-engineering
process that helps to specify and implement a suitable customized authoring environment
that optimally complies with the conceptual model of the domain specialists. The agile
process allows for knowledge acquisition and customization process to run in parallel and
coordinates the introduction of new domain-speciﬁc knowledge markups. We presented
the document-centered knowledge acquisition environment KnowWE and a corresponding metatool that allows for quick and simple implementation of new (domain speciﬁc)
markups, speciﬁed within the meta-engineering process. The practical use of the overall
approach was illustrated by a real-world case study within the HermesWiki project. Currently, we are applying the approach also in other projects to gain more experiences in the
design of helpful markup languages for different domains and project scopes.
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